English at Smallwood
Writing: We believe that speaking and listening are
essential in creating good writers. Regular ‘talk sessions’
are planned for the children to develop their written work
from. This can be discussions, partner work, small group
work or whole class talk. Talk is also developed through
drama and imaginative play. The aim is that week by
week, pupils will build up the vocabulary and skills they
need to write creatively and imaginatively. We encourage
all our pupils to speak in full sentences when talking and
develop good listening skills to build this skill.
We regularly teach and reinforce ‘SPAG’ skills. Spelling,
punctuation and grammar. We pay great attention to the
importance of developing good grammar, spelling,
punctuation and neat presentation within a variety of
genres and text types.
Reading: We immerse pupils in high quality text. We
believe that to develop good writers, a love of reading is
key. We teach skills through daily ‘guided reading’
sessions, alongside individual and class reading. We
encourage pupils to engage with a variety of texts.
Support from home is vital and we value partnership
where parents/carers spend time reading with and to their
children; Allowing children to develop a passion for
reading is our aim. We ask every parent to sign their
child’s reading diary at least four times each week to
share with us the progress their child has made at home
as well as at school.
All children use our classroom and main school libraries, a
fantastic resource which is attractive and exceptionally
well-stocked, through the support of our PFTA. They are
encouraged to borrow fiction and non-fiction books for
enjoyment and project work. They learn library and

research skills and are exposed to a large variety of
material.
Speaking and listening: Alongside talking to develop
writing, we believe that speaking and listening skills are
vital. We encourage class discussions, role play, hot
seating, debating and opportunities for public speaking
and presenting. We encourage engagement with visitors,
leading worships and Sunday services, taking part in
plays, and general performance skills facilitated through
music, sport and the arts. We also encourage excellent
communication through our engagement with the
Congleton Youth Championship Award in Yr. 5. acting as
tour guides in school, working with outside groups,
assisting in our community, presenting family services
and many other rich and varied experiences. We aim to
develop confident and articulate individuals.

